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President’s runoff election,
board’s decision debated
By Janet Cassidy
The Associated Students president and some candidates from both
major political parties are questioning the A.S. election board’s decisions concerning runoff elections
and recounting votes.
While a recount of votes
changed the results of the Associated Students presidential election, no other office results will be
recounted for errors, A.S. election
officials said Tuesday.
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Randy Paige, a mass commications graduate student, films
the campus, to be aired 9:30 a.m., April 4 on Channel 54.

Update Special about

And that upsets incumbent A.S.
president John "Tony" Anderson,
who was himself an independent
candidate and did not run for reelection.
Anderson said Monday that it is
doubtful that voters made mistakes
only when voting for the president.
And if a runoff election is held
because voters failed to follow directions, then all offices should have
runoffs, Anderson said.
Kathy Cordova of the Progressive Student Party, and Robert
Musil of the Your Effective Student
Support party were added Monday
to the growing list of candidates in a
runoff election to be held Wednesday and Thursday, election officials
said.
Cordova lost to Musil in a close
race with a final tally of 956 votes to
953.
At Cordova’s request, election
officials Monday recounted all presidential votes by hand.

A.S. budget cuts recommended
By Jan Fjeld
Recommendations made by the Associated Students
budget committee will be presented to the A.S. board of
directors today with a preliminary request of cutting a
total of 8164.696 from groups and organizations requesting
to be included in the budget.
The original requests for funding from the A.S. general funds amounted to 9644,696 and the A.S. projected income was $480,000.
A.S. president John ’Tony’ Anderson will also present
his own budget to the board of directors along with the
budget committees. Anderson’s budget will contain funding for the groups. According to the A.S. constitution. Anderson had until March Ito submit the budget.
It is now up to the board to decide whether to accept
any of Anderson’s recommendations.
"It is my believe that presidents of the past has overlooked the deadline, and as long as it does not inconveniece the board, it doesn’t really bother me that Anderson
is presenting his own budget," said Gregg Ruppert, director of academic affairs.
By including El Concilio and Semana Chicane, the
two groups that was not allocated funds in the coming

years budget, Anderson is just bringing up tor the board
again, he said.
"It is the president’s budget, and it is his right to include who he feels," Ruppert said.
The board must present a budget to SJSU President
Gail Fullerton, who makes the final approval. The budget
must be submitted to Fullerton’s office by May 1.
"I think they (board of directors) will approve of the
recommendations from the budget committee," said
Barry Probst, chairman of the budget committee.
"The committee has put a lot of work into the budget," he said. "I think we have done a good job."
Along with the recommendations made by the committee, a set of stipulations was made indicating how the
committee feels the organizations should spend their
money.
Basically the stipulations are the same as last year.
Probst said. "One or twohave been left out, some have
been revised and a few added."
The board of directors have a month to work with the
budget recommendations, and a public hearing on the
budget is scheduled for April 6 where organizations included in the budget can voice their opinion to the board of
directors.

When officials finished tallying
the votes by hand around 4:30 p.m.
Monday, they found Cordova wasn’t
the loser by three votes, but was the
winner by 11 votes, they said.
The discrepancy in voting totals
was due to improperly marked ballots, according to Steve Freiling,
A.S. election board chairman.
Some students used pens instead of pencils, and marked two
people for one office. Freiling said.
While Cordova got her request
for a recount, other candidates
won’t get the chance to re-check
their own voter results, Freiling
said.
Requests for any other recount
had to be submitted to the election
board by 5 p.m. Monday, a half hour
after election officials finished recounting the presidential votes.
Freiling said he extended PSP
candidates’ recount request deadline to 8 a.m. Tuesday.
But that wasn’t enough time to
make a difference, according to

Larry Dougherty, PSI- %ite-ptesi
dent ial candidate.
Freiling contacted Dougherty
and asked him to inform ?SP candidates of their extended deadline for
recounts. Dougherty said.
"Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to
contact some of them," particularly
Deborah Holmstrom and Rob Supencheck, who lost their elections by
10 and 16 votes respectively, Dougherty said.
"I’m sure they would want a recount, too," but Holmstrom was out
of town and Supencheck couldn’t be
reached. Dougherty said.
Musil, in a state of limbo with
Cordova and other run-off candidates, agrees that all candidates
should have the chance to recheck
their vote totals.
"I would have liked to have seen
them (the election board) do the recount on Friday. That way, if candidates found there was a discrepancy, they would have had the
chance to file for a recount," Musil

said
Dougherty and Cordova said
they have "a lot of other questions"
for the board about the election.
For instance, they want to know
why Cordova’s request for a runoff
election was denied but Musil’s request for the same thing was
granted.
A runoff election is called whenever there is no candidate with more
than 50 percent of the votes cast,
election officials said.
Election officials told Cordova
Friday that a runoff for presidency
was not necessary, because officials
were not including the 40 write-in
ballots, and that her request for a
runoff was "not legitimate," Cordova said.
But later, after it was discovered that Cordova had won, officials
said a runoff was necessary because
election rules require that the writein ballots be included, and with them
there was no clear majority, Freiling said.

Proposed budget cuts to library
could cause reduced hours, staff
By Bob Teeter
As many as 45 library student assistants may be laid
off, making the library harder to use, if proposed state
budget cuts take effect, according to information SJSU
Library Director Maureen Pastine sent to the California
State University Chancellor’s Office.
Library users may have to find their own books without help from overworked librarians by wading through
unshelved books during shorter hours if the proposed budget cuts go into effect, Pastine said.
At least one-third of the 140 student assistants would
be laid off, and permanent employees would have to do
much of the routine work now done by assistants, she
said.
Library hours and service may have to be reduced because of reduced staff, Pastine said.
The preliminary Governor’s Budget for 1983-1984 proposes a $3.3 million cut in the library budget for all 19 CSU
campuses.
The budget calls for a cut of 39.4 of the 108.9 current
permanent positions. Because some positions remain unfilled, 39.4 positions equal about 21.5 actual positions. Pastine said. The additional funds are used to hire temporary
employees and student assistants.
The budget provides funding for 27.5 temporary employees, an increase from 1.7 employees in 1982 to 1983.
The library would lay off student assistants rather
than permanent employees, Pastine said.
"In order to keep the employees on, I would have to
cut student assistants by two-thirds."
Money from the operating expenses budget could be

used "to bring ( the cut) up to even one-third," she said.
"That’s what I intend to do if this goes through."
The operating expenses budget is used for office supplies, microfilm machines, computers, copy machines
and maintenance.
"We would not be able to get enough supplies," Pastine said.
Shelving returned books, checking to see if shelves
are in order, charging books in and out, filing, typing and
opening and closing buildings would be among the tasks
permanent librarians and clerks would have to do. Pastine said.
In addition, much of the work done by permanent librarians and clerks would have to be delayed or eliminated.
Ordering, repairing and replacing books and journals
would be delayed, she said. Public service might be reduced.
"The impact that will have on users is devastating,"
Pastine said.
A reduced library staff would not be as efficient at
shelving returned books and checking to see they are in
order on the shelves.
"Students may have to shuffle through piles of
books," Pastine said. "It’s going to be harder to find a
book on the shelves" if they are not checked as often.
If librarians are doing routine work that was once
done by students, she said, they will not have time to
serve the public as well.
Continued on pipe

Reaction mixed toward Greeks’ university zone’
By Mike Holm
Residential care home operators, those under their care, and alcohol- and drug-recovery program
administrators are wondering this
week where they will go if SJSU’s
fraternities and sororities have their
way.
Nineteen Greek houses began
talks with the city of San Jose March
2 aimed at creating a "university
zone" stretching from Fourth to 15th
streets and Highway 280 to Santa
Clara Street.
The fraternities and sororities
want to encourage developers
through zoning laws and by building
new housing with students in mind.
They also want to relocate the many
residential care, alcohol and drug
treatment and Job Corps programs
to other parts of the county.
Both city and university officials have expressed support for the
idea.
Residential care home operators see several advantages to the
downtown area. In interviews, they
consistently listed easy access to
bus service, markets, parks and
medical care as downtown’s most
attractive features.
Seventy percent of the board
and care facilities in the county are

Weather

Increasing cloudiness with a
so percent chance of rain this afternoon. High temperatures will
be in the 60s, with a low of about
45, according to the National
Weather Service

located near SJSU.
Mei Nee bought one of San
Jose’s old Victorian houses five
years ago. At that time she decided
to set up a board and care home
rather than rent to students. She
said students would "tear the place
up." The residents she has, mostly
elderly and handicapped, are much
better tenants than students would
have been, she said.
One of her tenants is a blind and
deaf woman attending SJSU, benefitting from the university’s programs for the handicapped. Unless
these types of services end, she said,
SJSU and downtown will continue to
attract the disabled.
Many of the residential care
homes have been downtown since
the early ’70s, and the familiarity of
the area to many of the board and
care residents is important, said
Isabel Sarmiento, who operates a
home on Fifth Street.
But there are problems. One retarded boy from a home on 13th
Street has been robbed while on his
way to a nearby 7-Eleven store
seven times.
Terry Moritz is the administrator of the home where he lives.
Downtown used to have many more
advantages than it does now, she
said. Bus service and a pleasant mix
of things to do, movies and the like,
and homes are slowly being outweighed by crime and the erosion of
hospital services brought about by
state budget difficulties.
Most of her resident:. receive
services through Medi-Cal, she said,
and San Jose Hospital, the only hospital within walking distance, can no
longer accept Medi-Cal patients.
This year the state instituted a

contract system for Medi-Cal care
as a cost-cutting measure. Hospitals
must bid for those contracts,
according to Candace Roney,
spokesperson for San Jose Hospital.
This month Medi-Cal contracts went
into effect in Santa Clara County.
The only hospitals near downtown to
win contracts are O’Connor, Alexian
Brothers and Valley Medical Center, she said.
Medi-Cal formerly accounted
for 16 percent of San Jose Hospital’s
in-patients. The hospital has made
cutbacks to make up lost Medi-Cal
revenue, and has had to close its 100bed psychiatric care unit.
Downtown also has the highest
crime rate in San Jose, according to
the San Jose Police Department’s
1982 crime analysis report. The area
bounded by Highway 101 to Almaden
Avenue and Highway 280 to Washington Street leads the city in rape,
assaults, armed and strong-arm
robberies. Interestingly, East San
Jose follows dwontown very closely
except in strong-arm robberies.
Downtown reported 199 robberies to
East San Jose’s 113.
Statistics alone do not tell the
story, said Terry Williams of the
Mental Health Advocacy Project,
sponsored by the Santa Clara Law
Foundation. Many crimes, especially robbery and rape, are not reported to police when they involve
residential care patients, he said.
Dispersing the homes throughout the county is a good idea, Williams said. He thinks the high concentration of mental health facilities
around the university amounts to a
"ghetto-ization" of those involved in

such programs. But other communities are reluctant to accept the
homes, he said, citing Cupertino’s
recent vote against accepting homes
for the mentally disabled. Cupertino
will, however, allow homes for the
physically handicapped.
The only way around such rejection by cities is to set up small
group homes, with six or fewer occupants, thus circumventing city controls, Williams said.
While the residential care home
owners are against moving for both
financial and space-available reasons, Don Blount, supervisor of Fortunes Inn, an alcohol recovery center on 12th Street, thinks the idea is
"positively laughable."
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"Good luck," he said, "Where
are these homes going to go?" Other
areas probably lack the large number of bus lines downtown has and
would be too expensive for a federally -funded program like his, he
said. He also thinks few other areas
in the county have the large homes
so useful to such programs.
Blount dislikes being considered
with residential care patients and
drug treatment programs when
downtown comes up for discussion.
"It’s like comparing apples and
oranges," he said.
Fortunes Inn treats only men,
Blount said, and all those enrolled in
the center’s 90-day program have
jobs, unlike most residential care
patients.
The street life of bums, winos,
muggers and hoodlums are what
Blount said
Continued on page A
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Pie dotted line on the above map markes the per meter of the proposed "university
zone Fraternities and sororities want the area rezoned to encourage developers to
build housing with students in mind.
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EDITORIAL

Run-off unfair to candidates
Today’s run-off election for Associated
Students president is unfair to candidates who were invoked in campaigns
for the rest of the A.S. offices.
The election board decided Monday to
have a run-off election between Robert
Musil of Your Effective Student Services,
and Kathy Cordova, the Progressive Student
Party candidate.
Thursday night, Musil had been declared
the winner by a slim three-vote margin. This
tally was taken from the new computerized
voting system. However, Monday’s recount, which was done by hand, showed
Cordova had apparently topped Musil by II
votes.
According to Steve Freiling, A.S. election board chairman, the discrepency was a
result of incorrectly marked ballots, which
led to faulty computer readings.
The very fact that this confusion exists
casts a shadow over the other A.S. races.
In addition to the president’s and previously-decided vice-president’s run-off, the
race for director of academic affairs also
ended with none of the candidates receiving
more than 50 percent of the votes to force a
third run-off. More than a 50 percent major-

its is needed for a candidate to win office.
The fact that three important offices
ended in extremely close vote totals would
be enough to show there is something wrong
with either the ballot-casting process or the
way the final votes are tallied.
The election board cannot simply make
a distinction between the president’s race
and the other offices and issues that were on
the ballot.
The results of this past election demonstrate the need for a complete revamping of
the election system.

si

The election board must take a look at
the procedure’s that govern A.S. elections. If
there was the kind of confusion at the polls
that has been indicated, then the election
board must examine the way directions are
worded on the ballots.

ar

The board should also consider having
additional election workers at each polling
place in order to ensure correctly-marked
ballots.
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The run-off election for president is unfair and shows a lack of consideration for the
other candidates that may have been effected by the computer foul-up.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Ads’ and news’ rocky marriage
To put out a successful newspaper requires a marriage between journalists and people with traits that
newsmen often despise.
Woven into the enlightening news stories and
thought -provoking editorials lie the backbone of any
newspaper the used car deals, truss ads, rooms for
rent and supermarket bargains.
Behind those are the advertising salesmen motivated and trained toward a career that makes some
journalists skin crawl

By Dan Nakaso
Editor

They are from two different worlds, these salesmen
and newsmen.
One is dedicated to purveying the truth, the other to
convincing America that it fails miserably in living up
to the Madison Avenue standard.
Journalists know going in they may forever live the
pauper’s life. Advertising salespeople are motivated by
three things money, money and more money.
Advertising salespeople live, breathe and die by the
amount of money they make for themselves and their
newspapers.
Reporters fight for cab fare and exist on junk food
diets.
But the two different lifestyles have to live together.
In most cases the newsmen need the salesmen in order
to survive.
A newspaper needs someone to pay the freight.
Well-written stories and award-winning news coverage
don’t put bread on the table. Salespeople do.
Their importance to newspapers is great. Sometimes up to 80 percent of the entire newspaper is devoted
to advertising.
From one-line classifieds to two-page national ads.
every bit of space that can be sold means money to the
newspaper and pays the salaries of everyohe from the
publisher to the janitor

which seem to
Even the price of subscriptions
rise every year can’t compete. Most newspapers actually take a loss on every subscription because they
don’t even cover the cost of delivery.
But although advertising is necessary for a newspaper’s survival, it has to remain divided from the editorial copy.
There can be no influence from advertising if a
newspaper is to remain fair, unbiased and responsible.
Nobody buys the editorial space of any honest newspaper.
Newspapers that are free of advertising influence
go after industries and corporations that may be corrupt
or harmful to the public. They will give complete coverage of all sides of a story, which includes information or
comments that may prove embarrasing or damaging to
prominent community leaders or businesses.
They can be counted on to let go with both barrels
without fear of retribution from advertisers.
It takes guts to tell advertisers to peddle their wares
elsewhere. But that’s what it takes to have a newspaper
that won’t compromise itself.
The situation is easier to handle for me because I
don’t have to pay the bills around the Daily.
But I have been approached several times to slant
news coverage or give favorable stories to advertisers.
Each time, I pointed them toward the door. I have
been offered services in exchange for stories or free advertising and my response has been the same.
When the Daily advertising manager askes me to
give advertisers guaranteed coverage. I bite my lip,
walk away and do nothing. I have to work with him.
We both understand each other. But we’re cut from
a different cloth.
The Daily’s career placement reporter covered the
recent Summer Job Fair, an event on campus to introduce area employers to SJSU students, because it was a
bona fide news event. Nothing more.
The day the story ran, however, the Daily’s advertising manager tripped over himself thanking the entire
staff for the coverage because it helped nail down advertising for the fair.
No one said he was welcome.
Newspaper ad salesmen. They are necessary.
But I wouldn’t want to be like them.
Dan Nakaso’s column on the media appears every
Wednesday.

Daily photos,
a bad likeness
Editor:
Hey gang, I’m 24, not 26. Also I
would have appreciated it if you
would have run my photo next to the
one of Gail Fullerton (March II,
page 5) since we came out looking
much the same it would have been
quite fun to play "mix ’n’ match"
with the names. All my love to the
kids.
Jim Goulding
Theater Arts
senior

Reporters do not
accomplish goals
Editor:
I am wondering how the Daily
chooses its reporters. Obviously, it
is not on their ability to accomplish
journalist’s goals. I realize that
working on the Spartan Daily is a
learning experience to prepare the
student to work on a larger paper.
But what, may I ask, are these people learning? I am speaking about
two reporters, specifically.
First, Dave Reznicek, who
wrote his critical and ill-informed
article on KSJS, California’s number one collegiate radio station for
two years in a row, apparently
needs to do his homework. He refers
to KSJS as "slop." I suggest Mr.
Reznicek listen to KSJS, interview
the General Manager, the Program
Director or any staff member for
that matter, and find out what KSJS
is really about. Once he does this, he
might find that the Clash and the
Stray Cats are also in our format.
Secondly. I would like to mention Bob Teeter, currently the reporter covering candidates for the
forthcoming election. Obviously.
this person does not know how to
conduct a proper interview and re-

port truthfully what has been said.
For instance, in an article printed in
the Daily on March 9, I was grossly
misquoted with respect to many issues. I resent the fact that I was surreptitiously interviewed by phone on
a Saturday night at an unreasonable
hour. It is evident that Mr. Teeter’s
shorthand is not legible. Or could
have a tape skipped on part of our
conversation? I welcome another interview with Mr. Teeter or a reputable Daily reporter.
From the above, it is apparent
that the cub reporting now printed in
the Daily can only continue the apathetic student philosophies on the
San Jose State campus.
Krista Coutts
Radio/TV Broadcasting
junior

Election results
do not compute
Editor:
Although quite pleased that the
election resulted in a personal victory for myself in the race for Director of Student Services, I am as
equally displeased with the confusion surrounding the remainder of
the results. The closeness of the contests and the fallability of any computerized system must be taken into
account when judging the election
results. Realizing that the election
board is attempting to standardize a
system for counting the ballots, I
also realize that the majority of the
students who vote should decide who
goes into (and not into) office.
Not counting the presidential
contest, which has already been disputed, seven of the offices were determined by less than 65 votes. If the
computer could make mistakes in
counting the "absolutely correctly
marked ballots," then the results
may have been decidedly different.
I proposed to the election board

and to the students that we throw out
the results of the first "computerized" election and count each individual ballot by hand, even if that
takes through the summer months.
Having nothing to gain and everything to lose, I feel it is the only fair
(just and honest, according to the
rules) way to decide exactly who is
representing the student population
in the 1983-84 school year.
Anthony (Tony) Bolivar
Music
senior

Candidate should
do his homework
Editor:
Jerry Jones is upset. He was
told by the A.S. Election Board that
he cannot run for A.S. President because he failed to meet all the established criteria. So whose responsibility was it to inform Mr. Jones of all
the rules? Sorry Jerry, it was nobody’s but your own.
"I’ve already wasted a great
deal of my time," cried Mr. Jones to
the press as he explained that he already has spent 850 on an Independent Weekly ad. If Mr. Jones is the
kind of person who puts his time and
money into a game before knowing
the rules, what kind of A.S. president will he be anyway?
Mr. Jones has threatened to
take his case to court. Think about it
Jerry, judges do not issue orders
based on the plaintiff’s ignorance.
Eric Green
Recreation
senior
All letters must bear the
writer’s name, signature, major,
phone number and class standing.
The phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.
The opinions in letters are those of
the writers, and do not necessarily
represent those of the Spartan Daily.

Which film do you think will win the Academy Award for Best Picture of the Year?
Asked in front of the Dining Commons.

I’ve heard a lot about
Gandhi and Tootsie. but I
think Tontsie will win because I have heard it is a
very enjoyable movie. I
wish I had seen it.
Don Ryland
Music
senior
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Gandhi, because it is
more appealling intellectually than E.T. and Tootsie
Jennifer Ono
Occupational Therapy
sophomore

because
aliens.
Kevin Howard
Biology
senior

line

I have to give it to E.T.
because of the mass publicity it has received and because of the number of
times people have gone
back to see it.
Darrell Sprowell
Broadcast Journalism
senior

Probably E.T.. because it was the most original and it appealed to both
audiences; adults and children.
Pamela Anthony
Administration of Justice
junior
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Hard times
ballads

Music instructor
makes ’Statement’
By Gigi Bisson
In 1983, the most controversial thing on 7th Street Is
a parking problem.
But, in 1969. Brent Heisinger had a window that
looked out on the troubles of the world. From his cozy office facing 7th Street the SJSU music professor could
safely watch rallies and riots protesting the problems of
Chicano farm workers, women’s liberation, and the
Vietnam war parade by.
One day he decided to stop being an observer. He
composed a "Statement."
"All of us on campus were surrounded with rage,
hatred, distrust and instability," he said. "I needed to
express these ( feelings) musically in a powerfull way."
The result. "Statement", was the first musical composition for a symphonic band that ever used talking, shouting, screaming and singing by members of the band.
At one point in "Statement," the entire band quits
playing and screams. At another, the women in the band
begin an old Gregorian chant. The effect is emotional
for the band as well as the audience.
The SJSU symphonic band, directed by Carl Chevallard will perform "Statement" along with several other
works by Bay Area and internationnally known composers at 8:15 tonight in the Music Department Concert
Hall.
This performance marks the first time the nationally -known work will be performed at SJSU in ten years.
"I’m barely old enough to remember the 705," said
Tony Bolivar, 26, a bass clarinetist in the SJSU symphonic band.
"Social concern is mild now compared to those
days," he said, "But there are still relevant issues.
In 1972, when the work premiered Heisinger asked
each of the 250 members of the band to select a
statement about the human condition to commit themselves to and scream during the chaotic rally that climaxes the concert.
They chose slogans like "Hell no, we won’t go," and
"Vietnam, love it or leave it."
In 1983, it’s not as easy. Heisinger expects "No
nukes" and "Get out of El Salvador", adding that "the
issues aren’t as perilous but the effect is still there."
After the premiere of the concert," Heisinger remembers,"two ladies came up to the stage in tears. One
was no younger than 70. the other no older than 13." Tonight he will find out if his "Statement" is still as strong

Songs from heart of Land
By Jan Field
History has demonstrated that hard times produce

many political protest movements which in turn produce
singers like Woodey Guthrie, Joan Baez and Bob Dylan.
In San Jose 1983, Reaganomics produced another political movement that started this January with the creation of Tent City in the Guadalupe Parkway.
The movement is about hard times, unemployment
and survival.
Woodey Guthrie captured the common man’s problem during the depression: Alan Land is now describing
the state of the Union in his recently released ballads,
"Tent City" and "California 1.0.U," which have received
Bay Area radio air time.
Land was born in 1951 in Michigan, and after living in
Seattle for a while he moved to California in 1967. He has
sung and played the guitar since he was 10. He tried to
make a professional living from it for a while, but settled
for a steady job with a chemical company. Music became
a hobby instead.
"1 was ten years old, had a guitar in my hand and
went up on stage and played, and have been playing ever
since," Land said, with a laid back voice
Land claims that President Reagan’s fiscal policies
are causing the country’s current problems.
"I do what 1 can..." Land said about the problems.
For example, he said he contacted people in Tent City this
winter and "offered them my services."
"I was interested in using them as a subject for a song
about hard times," Land said plucking his guitar quietly.
During an interview at his house somewhere in Willow
Glen, the TV showed a USFL football game on a snowy
field in Chicago. He wondered out loud if he should put on
his Tent City T-shirt for the photo.
The T-shirt was produced for the "Tent City Jam 83", a benefit concert held two weeks ago for the Tent City
people.

We can see it everywhere
...the increasing number
of rich people scurrying
for their money while the
poors are scurrying to
stay alive, Land said.
"They ( the squatters ) found some empty office buildings, and the county said they could stay there if they paid
the expenses." Land said. That was what the concert
money went to. The Tent City people are planning another
benefit concert in the near future.
"Maybe even a double album will be recorded from
the next one," Land said.
The whole story is about people helping people, and
now the people who lived in Tent City stay at Jerry Siver’s
ranch. Siver was one of the organizers behind the first
Tent City jam.
"I hope to wake up some people," Land said. "and
music is often a good vehicle for that."
Land went to San Jose State University from 1967-72,
but never graduated. He got a job, and performing on the
side took away most of his time, he said. He studied chemistry and music, sang in the choirs and was a member of
the marching band.
"I carried the American flag," he said with a grin
"They didn’t need anybody who played acoustic instruments, so I carried the flag."
Land recently went down to the campus. He said that
the biggest difference now is "that people seem to be in a
bigger hurry."
Land first got politically involved back in 1972 when
he joined Paul McClusky’s presidential campaign. But
since then political life has been slow. "Apathy," he said,
"seems to be the byline of the seventies."
"We can see it everywhere,- he said, opening a bottle
of Lone Star, "the increasing number of rich people scurrying for their money while the poors are scurrying to
stay alive."
The flip side of the "Tent City" single contains a song
titled "California 1.0.U." "It is an open message to the
president to remember the people out on the streets." he
said, plucking on his Martin D28-S 1966 model guitar.

But will people listen to what Alan Land and others
with him have to say?
"1 can’t answer that," he said, "I’m only the artist
and can only bring attention to the problem. But I hope
they do, if not, I’m out of business."
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Wednesday Cinema

Tonight!!
PRO SOUND SYSTEM
ONLY $1.00
Free Miller Raffle
Jon Williams

Alan Land has written and recorded two songs -Tent City"
and -California IOU’s-, which have received radio air time
in the Bay Area The employee of a chemical company and
former SJSU student says hard economic tunes have
inspired his lyrical output

Noon Luncheon

"MEET AND EAT"
12:00-1:30
Thursday,

March24th

HAVING TROUBLE GETTING
THE CLASSES YOU NEED?
Contact the Admissions and Records
office to volunteer for 1 6 hours of
work during registration in exchange
for priority processing of your C.A.R.
class request
Mote. Academic Senate policy prohibits priority
registration for students who are registering in
impacted programs I

Co-sponsored with Lowenbrau
Morris Dailey Auditorium
7 p.m. 10 p.m.

featuring:

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Carol Christ
SJSU Professor Et
Rev. Wilma Reichard
"Perspectives On
Feminist Theology"

AM. ANN
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Campus Christian Center
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Look out- here comes the judge,
juggling family and career
By Mike Holm
"Remarkable seems
to be the word people use to
describe LaDoris Cordell,
unless it is Cordell talking.
Judge Cordell. a ninemonth San Jose municipal
court judge, does not see
herself as particularly outstanding despite an arm long list of achievements.
What she has accomplished. wants to accomplish and what it takes for a
woman to make it in a
man’s world were the subjects of Cordell’s speech
and
members
before
friends of Eta Phi Beta sorority at their annual
Spring Tea last Saturday.
At 33, she has been featured in "Ebony" magazine, she is the first black
judge in Santa Clara
County and the first black
woman judge in the state.
She hosted a 13 week program on "You and the
Law" on KSOL, and is bilingual.
Cordell described herself as "tough, strong and
ambitious," hut, she said,
there is a personal, vulnerable side which every
working woman has to juggle if she is to have a career.
There are, she said.
three "polarities" tugging
at women’s lives; career,
motherhood and the role of
spouse and lover.
For Cordell, career
was the "number one"
priority until the birth of
her first child seven years
ago. Before that she spent

six and one half years
practicing law and growing up.
Cordell was the first
black lawyer in San Mateo
County and the first attorney to set up a practice in
depressed East Palo Alto.
During those years Cordell
said she had to earn the respect of often closedminded fellow attorneys
through a combination of
patience, tenacity and wit.
When she first began
practicing, other attorneys
frequently assumed she
was not a lawyer and many
times she was politely informed that spectators sat
in the gallery, not behind a
desk in front of the judge.
Cordell set them straight
by directing the mistaken
attorneys to go find a spectator and explain it to
them.
Once a judge persisted
in addressing her as
"young lady" Through
days of trial proceedings
the
tolerated
Cordell
judge’s ’Yes, young lady.
No. young lady and You
can’t do that, young lady,’
she said. The opposing lawyer was consistenIty called
"Mr. Jones "
Finally she was fed up.
His honor was asking for a
stipulation, an agreement
between the attorneys.
"Will you so stipulate,
Mr. Jones?" the judge
asked. Mr. Jones did.
"Will you so stipulate,
young lady?" he asked
Cordell.
"I’ll stipulate to that,

old man," Cordell replied.
judge
flustered
A
called her to the bench and
threatened to cite her for
contempt of court. Cordell
told him he, not her, had
brought up the issue of age
and sex throughout the
trial.
"I won the point, but
lost the trial." she said.
Cordell describes herself as an activist. In 1967
she set up a tutoring program for underpriveleged
children and as a first-year
law student she worked on
Angela Davis’ defense
team.
She attributes her willingness to fight to her family. Both her parents wre
active in the civil rights
movements of the sixties,
and her father was the first
black president of a Parent
Teacher Association in
Pennsylvania.
Currently
he is working to raise
money for a campaign
against Frank Rizzo, who
is now trying to regain the
mayorship of Philadelphia.
Cordell has had to balance family and career
since she got married in
her first year of law school.
Having a husband has been
a "complication" at times,
she said, but his contributions to their life together
could never be replaced.
She admires the patience
and security it takes for
him to attend lawyer’s
lunches and be introduced
as "Judge Cordell’s husband."
But being married has

also tought her the necessity for close female
friends who she can trust
and need not compete with.
While her two daughters, a seven- and a twoyear-old, can be pure joy,
she said, the phone call
from the school nurse
asking her to take her eldest home because of an
ear infection can be disturbing. Especially in the
middle of a jury trial.
"Children are like
sponges," she said. "They
soak up all you have, your
time and energy; but like
sponges, when you give
them a good squeeze you
get it all back."
She also looks forward
to the day when maintaining the house and raising
the children is equally divided. She admires any
parent who can go it alone.
Life on the bench agrees with her, she said,
even though it has disconcerting moments. Two
weeks ago a young defendant took his clothes off
in the middle of the courtroom.
One man was brought
before Cordell on charges
of soliciting a prostitute.
The man asked for dismissal of the case because
if his parents found out
they would kill him.
Not an unusual defense, Cordell said, but the
guy was 75 years old.
Once in a while, she
said, she gets a response
because she is young,
black and a woman. A

group of Chicano youths
cheered when they saw she
was presiding over their
trial. Their cheer did not
last long when they found
out they were not going to
get the kid glove treatment.
One young tough, after
entering a "not guilty"
plea, asked to approach the
bench. Cordell approved.
and he blithely strolled up
to her, winked and said.
"How about dropping the
charges."
"How about 30 days for
contempt?" she replied.
Cordell comes up for
re-election in 1984. She
hopes to be confirmed, but
does not see being a judge
as an end.
"I haven’t done anything yet," she said. She is
still analyzing, finding her
strengths and weaknesses
and trying to decide what
her contribution will be.
But she said she knows
a few truths.
"A woman has to work
twice as hard to get the
things a man has, and a
woman has to be twice as
smart to get the things a
man has," she said.
most
"Fortunately,
men are not very smart."

Dear Holding:
Sit down with our boy -friend and have a serious, mature conversation with him. Explain the problem to him
carefully. Tell him how much you love him and that the
reason you’re doing this is because you are so much for
him. He should see that your concern is genuine and will
intended. Your relationship can then "sparkle" totally.

Pea& Snag

English waiver examination
challenges required classes
By Diane Murphy
Students can earn up to two semesters of English
credit, or the equivalent of English IA and 1B by passing
the English Equivalency Examination, according to the
California State University Test Center.
Deadline for turning in applications and the $38 test
fee is April 1. The examination, which is offered just once
a year will be held from 8:30 a.m to 1 p.m. April 16 in
Dudley Moorhead Hall. Twenty other CSU campuses will
also be offering the EEE at that time and students may
test at any of the centers.
Applications may be picked up at the Testing and
Evaluation Center, Administration Building, Room 218.
At SJSU last year, 1,063 of the 3.590 students taking
the test received credit. Eighty percent did well enough to
be excused from the English Placement Test, normally
required for entry into an English IA class.
The examination is divided into a 90-minute objective
test and two 45-minute essays. If both parts are passed,

WEDDINGS
PARTIES
PARTY TRAYS
FOR ALL
OCCASIONS!!
Salads, Meats Et Cheeses Etc.
At Reduced Rates

THE PERFECT SLICE

credit for two terms ot English are awarded. The credit is
good at any CSU campus and some University of California campuses.
The objective portion of the exam asks students to interpret passages from English and American literature.
according to the Test Center application. It includes about
100 multiple choice questions. Ability to read and understand literary passages is tested.
The essay portion tests writing ability at college
level.
Results of the test will be mailed to entrants in the
middle of June. If a student passes, his or her name will
be put on a list which is sent to all 19 CSU campuses.
Passing students will also receive a letter from the
English Test Center stating they have passed. This letter
must be presented at registration time to have the credit
put on record, the application states.
Ifs student "fails" the test, no record of it will be supplied to any campus.

Busting out at
the seams from
dorm meals

Girlfriend
holds nose
for her man
Dear Emily...
My boyfriend is very attractive, a sharp dresser and
he has a wonderful personality. His problem is that his
personal hygiene habits are virtually non-existent. Although his clothes and personality are always sparkling,
the same cannot be said for the rest of him. He rarely
takes a shower and barely brushes his teeth. I really
love this guy, but enough is enough. What can I do to tell
him about this so I won’t hurt his feelings, or make him
mad at me?
Signed. "Holding my nose"

Dear Emily.
I have been living in the dorms for two years, and
have to eat all of my meals in the cafeteria. My problems is that I have gained about 20 pounds because the
cafeteria food is very high in calories, and a lot of late.
nightsnacking hasn’t helped my situation either. I can’t
fit into any of my clothes, especially my favoriate jeans.
I need something to help curb my appetite, but I am
wary of those diet pills I see in the drugstores. Can you
recommend a good diet or some diet aids?
Signed, " Something between Me and My Calvins"
Dear Something:
Curbing ones eating habits is sometimes easier said
than done. But there is hope. Instead of considering ap
petite suppressants or over the counter diet aids, visit a
physician at the Student Health Service and let him pre
scribea diet that is best suited for you. And if you feel
you have to have something for a late-night snack, why
not try carrot sticks or celery sticks? You can still have
your snacks and get nutrirition at the same time.

Job Net tries to aid minority journalists
By Grace Donatelli
With social changes of
the 10s, the media has
found a need for non-white
reporters, editors and phoprovide
tographers
to
bridges to all segments of
the
communities
they
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Judge laDoris Cordell, the first black woman judge in the state at 33, addressed members of
the Eta Phi Beta sorority Saturday in the Student Union.
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serve, according to Job Net
officials.
Job Net is a nationwide program designed to
help minority journalists.
For years minority
journalists were denied
employment in most of
America, officials said.
"Five years ago there
were 1 percent minorities
working in a professional
capacity in the media,"
said Job Net coordinator
Greg Lewis. at the Media
Day sponsored by the SJSU
Media Coalition.
"Today there is 5.5

percent. Our goal for the
year 2000 is 20 percent minorities in the media,"
Lewis continued.
When one considers
the media industry hires
45,000 journalists annually
but only 2,710 are minorities, there is still a great
need for them, Lewis said.
The media includes print,
broadcasting and television.
Although there is a
need for minorities in the
media, the industry is getting harder for everyone to
get into according to Mer-

cury News reporter Dave
Early.
"Watergate made everyone want to be a journalist. Schools are being
overrun with future Woodwards and Bernsteins,"
Early said.
With the large influx of
students into journalism
schools, the major newspapers aren’t interested in
filling a quota of minorities, they are only interested in getting the very
best people money can
buy, Early said.
"Take me, I’m a mi-

Bug Problems?
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nority." attitude doesn’t
work anymore said Isabel
Duron, KICU-TV 36.
"You have to be good
and you have to work
hard," she continued.
The one thing many
minorities must deal with
is the attitude of their
peers if they make it to the
top. Many minority members have been successful
and have quickly lost their
jobs because they have
been so intent on representing their race that
they have sold themselves
out. according to Duron.

CIO ’21

You have to be true to
the profession, not only to
your race," Duron said.
Minorities have come
a long way in the past five
years, but there is still a
long hard road ahead before they can even begin to
see progress. Lewis said.
"For instance, just last
year the ’L.A. Times’ did a
series on blacks and this
year they are doing a series on Latinos. It they covered them on a day to day
basis there wouldn’t be a
need for those series,"
Lewis said.
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i rary helps with complex topics
By Bob Teeter
The Clark Library may not be Alice’s Restaurant, but
you can find just about anything you want.
A computer terminal in the Clark Library can help
people who need information on such topics as "stress
management in Hispanic women" or "the use of microcomputers."
The Dialog terminal, in Clark Library 109, is connected through Lockheed in Palo Alto to over 170 data
bases to provide bibliographies and other information on
hard-to-research topics.
The data bases are other computers nationwide with
indexes of articles on science, social science, business,
education, law and current affairs.
However, the system is not for everyone, said Laura
Osegueda, on-line reference librarian.
The system, has been at SJSU since 1979 and is available only to faculty, staff and students who have difficulty
finding information elsewhere.
Librarians have restricted use of the computer because the library has limited money and staff time to
make searches, Osegueda said.
They ask that researchers do some "hand checking"
in hook indexes first If the subject is too complex, using

Computer makes nation-wide searches
Dialog may be necessary.
Librarians ask the researcher to carefully define the
topic and fill out a Dialog request form.
Some librarians, like Osegueda, set up an appointment to make the computer search while the researcher
is there. Others call to ask questions about the topic and
do the computer search by themselves.
The computer makes a bibliography of the sources,
which is printed at Lockheed overnight and sent back to
SJSU.
The entire process takes from one to two weeks.
In many cases, Dialog is an important time-saver.
"If they wanted to find a couple of articles, it’s not
going to save that much time," Osegueda said. But for
complex topics, "You can get done in minutes what would
take hours before."
The computer search itself takes about 10 minutes,
but researchers still have to examine the sources found
by the computer to see if they are useful.

Most projects that require the Dialog’s services are
"multi -faceted research," she said. This is research that
combines several factors, such as stress management in
Hispanic women in counseling.
If one checked "stress management," she said, "you
might find thousands of citations on that."
But when the computer is given other key words like
"Hispanics." "women" and "counseling," it narrows the
search to just those articles on all four subjects.
The computer then makes a bibliography of all
sources found, often with summaries of each article.
The system can also be used, Osegueda said, for
"hot" topics that may not be indexed yet, such as the new
Japanese management technique of "quality circles."
Few of the data bases index articles from before 1960.
In addition to "full searches," Dialog can make
"quick searches" to find, for example, a specific article
when it is only known that an author wrote an article on a
,iwrific subject within the last few months.
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Benjamin McKendall, acting housing
director, said a 10-member committee will
make their recommendatons to Robert
Martin, dean of students services, by April
15.
At least three candidates will be recommended for the position, and Martin will
make the final decison, McKendall said.
The committee includes three students

or

dates who have experience and leadership.
Candidates should have a master’s degree in a field related to student affairs and
at least five years of experience as an intermediate or senior administrator at a university.
Curtin said she is looking for a person
who is dynamic and can command respect
from the staff.
She said a housing director will be
needed for the diverse and complex housing
system, which includes seven residence
halls and the Spartan City apartment complex for married couples. Curtin also said
the housing director will be reponsible for
the new apartments on 10th and Humboldt
streets, which are expected to be built and
available to students in about two to three
years.

who are resident advisers. Curtin said student input is valuable in the selection.
The housing director’s job was formerly
held by Cordell Koland, but he resigned in
July to work in private industry.
Curtin said a new housing director
should be hired by July 1. She said the hiring
freeze will be lifted by June 30. Although the
freeze may be reinstated for the next fiscal
year, Curtin said there is time to hire to a
new director.
The responsibilities of the housing director include preparing a budget for university -owned housing, developing educational and cultural programs for the
residents, and supervising of the housing office staff.
McKendall said he is looking for candi-

Job fair courts students, business
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’The Wall’ slated
for auditorium
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Admission is a dollar for this movie which parallels
the power and imagery of rock and roll with fascism.
Pink Floyd, normally at the forefront of recording
techniques (their new album, "The Final Cut" was holigraphically recorded, giving it a 3-dimensional sound)
will not have to battle Morris Dailey’s notoriously bad
sound system.
Wednesday Cimnema movies are normally interrupted with shouts from the audience of "I can’t hear."
When the volume is increased, the sound is often distorted, according to regular Wednesday Cinema goers.
For "The Wall," the program board is renting a
sound system from the campus audio-visual department.
said director Dan Ross.
Miller beer is paying for "The Wall,"and Lowenbrau
beer paraphrenalia will be given away at the screenings.
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SJSU
CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES
SET UP AND SELL YOUR OWN SEMINAR -Thursday, March 24, SH 242, $45, 6.00 p.m.
CTGED 855, non-credit

Registration Information: (408) 277-2182 or visit DBH
136B, Office of Continuing Education

Sponsored by HILLEL & Associated Students
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Date: Saturday, April 9. 1983
Starting Time: 9 am

33

Start/Finish: SJSU South Campus, 10th & Humbolt
Divisions: Junior (17 & under)
Open (18-39) Masters (40 & over)
Registration: $5 with T-shirt before March 31
$7 with T-shirt on race day (Fee is non-refundable)
Payable by check only to Spartan Breakaway 10K
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Spartan Breakaway 10K
c/o Marshall Clark, Men’s Athletics
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
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Sponsored by Converse and Gill Cable
Distance: 10K (6.2 miles)
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SOUND REPAIRS

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL ACTING ON
Saturday, April 9 and 16, HGH 118,
FILM/VIDEO
$95, 1000 a m.-300 p.m.,non-credit

For info. call Mike 298-0204

Information Center or mail

LunivtiviENT FLIGHT SCHEDULES
i

BRITISH EUROPEAN
TRAVEL

Advertise in the
Spartan Daily

EIGHT WAYS TO SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME BY
Friday, March 25, SH 434, $35,
WRITING
6:30 p.m. -10:00 p.m., CTGED 886, non-credit 3AVV1 31 01 1

ILLEI, invites you to
celebrate Seder for the
Jews of the Soviet Union
Ethiopia, and Syria.
WEDNESDAY
STUDENT UNION

London from 55994.1.
Amsterdam from 5699/r.t.
Frankfurt from $629/r.t
Pans from 5749r t
Zurich from $749, t
Dublin from 4725 r t

ment 01 illnesses and injuries. X-rays, podiatry, dermatology, pregnancy testing,
pharmacy service, psychological counseling and venereal disease information and
treatment.
Also offered are augmented services,
which are those not necessarily required
for treatment, Battle said. These include
physical exams, tuberculin skin testing,
pap tests, allergy testing, premarital
exams, and routine immunizations.
Regular students pay no fee for basic
services and a minimal amount for augmented services, Battle said. Continuing
education students are charged a minimal
fee for all services.
Appointments can be made by calling
the Health Service at 277-3329.

PRODUCE AND SELL YOUR OWN BOOKS AND
TAPES
Saturday, March 26, SH 434, $35,
1 30 p.m. -5:00 p.m , CTGED 830. non-credit

FREEDOM
SEDER

Lowest Fares to

By Craig Carter
A buck buys a nightmare tonight at SJSU.
Pink Floyd’s "The Wall," showing tonight in Morris
Dailey Auditorium at 7 and 10 p.m. is a cinematic journey
through the tortured mind of a burned out rock star.
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pert mg to find a job, uhile about 41 percent
said they did not expect to finds job because
of the summer job fair.
To help attract students to the fair, Caesar’s Palace in Lake Tahoe passed out 1.500
T-shirts.
Marriott’s Great America also provided
Bugs Bunny and Sylvester the Cat to promote
the fair, while Shriner clowns circulated outside the fair in parade cars to draw attention
to the fair.
A majority of the students surveyed said
they heard about the fair through the Spartan
Daily.
Of the 275 students surveyed, 141 said
they heard about the fair from the Spartan
Daily, while 127 said they learned about the
fair from flyers.

ails said, "but the employers there del lintely
had openings."
While attendance at the fair tended to be
higher among juniors and seniors, the business and engineering schools had the largest
turnout,
During the fair, the Hewlett-Packard and
Lockheed booths had long lines through most
of the day.
Holding the fair for two days and putting
it in a larger room were among the suggestions turned in by the 275 students surveyed.
About 75 percent of the students surveyed
said the fair was either "very helpful" or
"somewhat helpful."
The number of students expecting to find
a job, out of those surveyed was evenly distributed. About 39 percent said they were ex -

Most searches cost from $11 to $20, Osegueda said.
The library pays the first and third $10. and the researcher pays the rest. For example, a $50 search would
cost the researcher $30 and the library $2)).

By Sam White
If a hectic class or work schedule has
kept you from taking care of that nasty
cold or some other illness, then now is
your chance to get help.
The Student Health Service will be offering full service during the upcoming
Easter break for all registered students.
according to Oscar Battle, Jr., Health Educator at the facility.
Battle said the Health Service will be
open during the week of March 2810 April
i from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. to "give those students who were too busy before a chance
to seek medical help for various ailments
they may have."
A variety of basic services will be provided, according to Battle, such as treat-

ill

By Mike Betz
As the Royal Society Jazz Orchestra created a carnival atmosphere by playing pre1935 authentic jazz music in the background,
students crowded into the Student Union Ballroom in hopes of finding a summer job.
Employers from 82 companies were on
hand to offer 1,000 collective job openings.
About 6,500 students attended the March 10
summer job fair.
Chuck Halal’s, summer job fair coordinator, said most of the companies surveyed
rated the fair as "very beneficial" or "beneficial."
"Employers thought our students were
very well behaved, neatly dressed and very
professional," he said.
"It %%as difficult to get employers," Hal-

Numeric data bases, like the Consumer Price Index,
have statistics.
The system was free to researchers until October
1981, when the library found it was using up if $5,000 annual Dialog budget before the year was over.
"It wasn’t fair to the students doing research in midyear," Osegueda said.
The library is charged for computer time, printing
and telephone time.
The computer time costs $35 to $100 an hour, depending on the data base. The printing costs between 10 and 25
cents per source. The telephone charge is the cost paid
usually to a local middleman to transfer information from
the data base.

Health Service open
during spring break

Housing director spot still open
By Mark Sweeny
The housing director’s job, which has
been vacant since July, is one step closer to
being filled. Final candidates are being interviewed this week.
Although 90 people applied for the position, nine candidates have been chosen for
interviews, according to Cathy Curtin, assistant housing director.

In addition to bibliographic information, the computer is hooked up to data bases that provide directory or
numeric information.
Directory data bases, such as the "Electronic Yellow
Pages," provide short reference information.
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Palassou ties top -ranked Vidmar for Invitational title

a
a
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SAN JOSE STATE

ARMY ROTC

BAR’ RUN
"GOLD
Presented
By

v izzA

frl

ALhlete’s

Grande Pizzeria
italian

Rettaurant

Sam Jose CA

-4

WHEN: Saturday, April 16, 1983
rest Scenic Course (10 kilometer)
LOCATION: Hellyer Park, San Jose
STARTING TIME:
10:00 AM
DIVISIONS: Male and Female: 15 and under, 16-29, 30-39, 40 and over
ENTRY FEE:
$5.00
(All runners will receive a T -Shirt transfer and entry to a
post -race barbeque.
Guests of the participants are invited to attend
the barbeque at a cost of $3.00 per person.)
REGISTRATION.
PRE REGISTRATION ONLY:
No race day registration.
Registration
is limited to the first 500 applicants.
Applications must be
received by 4 April 1983.
FRIZES:
1st, 2nd and 3rd place prizes will be awarded in each division:

pooR

PRIZE;

NIKE Pegasus running shoes.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

1st; SUB -4 Shorts and Singlet
2nd; $25.00 Athletes Foot Gift Cert.
3rd; $15.00 Athletes Foot Gift Cert.
Drawing after race.

408-277-2985

taut her se)

10K GOLD BAR RUN
OFFICIAL REGISTRATION FORM
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Top SJSU gymnasts, shown here, perform during a Pac 10 meet
held at Stanford University last Friday and Saturday. Roy Palassou
(above left) tied for first place with Pete Vidmar of UCLA, ranked
first in the nation. Mark Ruiz (center) and John Sahlein also
participated on the meet. As a team, SJSU finished second to last.
UCLA won the meet with a 279.2 learn total.

co

By Eric Gill
Spartan gymnast Roy l’alassou impressed a lot of
people when he lied for first place with No. 1 -ranked Peter
Vidmar of UCLA in the Pee-to Invitational tournament at
Stanford last weekend.
Palassou, currently ranked seventh in the nation, tied
Vidmar with an overall score of 115.35 and finished ahead
of No. 3-ranked Tim Daggett, also from UCLA.
SJSU’s overall team score was not as impressive. The
Spartans finished the meet second to last with 223.6 total
points. UCLA won the meet with a total score of 279.2.
Spartan coach Rich Chew said he was not that
disappointed in his team’s performance however, because
SJSU entered the meet without three of its top four
gymnasts. All-arounders Rick Lopez, John Rimbach and
liossain Gholi have all suffered injuries and were unable
to compete in the meet.
The remaining gymnasts were forced to compete in
events they were weak in. Chew said that the Spartans
probably would have finished in the top three if it weren’t
for the injuries.
Because of the injuries, the Spartans lost a lot of
points. They were unable to compete in all five spots for
each event. There are six events and each team is allowed
to place five gymnasts in each one, but in three of the
events SJSU had only four gymnasts competing.
Although the results of the meet were less than
rewarding for the team, the PAC-10 Invitational paid off
for Palassou, who is now almost assured of qualifying for
the NCAA championships.
The top five gymnasts from four regions across the
U.S.A. will qualify for the championships in April at Penn
State.
The NCAA meet is divided into three competitions
the team championship, in which the top 10 teams in the
country compete, the individual competition, in which
standout gymnasts compete in specific events, and the allaround competition, in which the 20 best collegiate
gymnasts in the nation compete in all six events.
"Since Roy is such a strong a II-arounder," Chew said.
"we will probably qualify for the individual and the all a round competition."
After the NCAA Championships. Palassou will
compete in the U.S.A. Championship, after which the
national rankings will be revised. The top seven gymnasts
will most likely be selected for the U.S. Olympic team.
Chew said Palassou’s performance last weekend is
proof that he has a good chance of upsetting other gymnasts who are ranked higher than him.
"It was really a great way for Roy to end his PCAA
year," Chew said.
Palassou left for France yesterday to compete with
Vidmar. Daggett and other top-ranked gymnasts from the
U.S. in the France vs. U.S.A. meet, scheduled for the end
of this month.
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SPORTS
DEAN FORTUNATI

MARTIN THE SPARTAN

l’EAR I THE BEACH

CAMPUS GREENS

Toler
Men’s Tennis: SJSU vs. The University of California at
Berkeley 2 p.m. on the Spartan courts.
Women’s Golf: The third round of the Husky Invitational
Tournament, Sahalee golf club, Seattle, Washington.
Tamartew:
Men’s Tennis: SJSU vs. Fullerton State, 2 p.m., on the

taftt

I WAN 10 GO

I THINK Iii GOING 10

Spartan courts.
Women’s Tennis: SJSU vs. Fresno State. 2 p.m., South
Campus courts.
Mir
Baseball: SJSU at the University of Pacific, :I p in
Men’s Golf: The first round of the California Invitational
in Stockton.
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VOLKSWAGEN
BUMPERS AND STORE

weeLit OUT

e lust out hiving
Mlle Formic cum

Is this rntn a concerned
American?

SU PositLool

GREEKS

RUSTY SUMMARELL

I THOUGHT YOU WERE

BUT NOW YOU’RE
IN THE MUSIC BIZ!

WINDOWS TELLING
FOLKS TO HAVE A
NICE DAY TO MAKE THE
WORLD ABETTER PLAcE
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Sports Schedule

NOW I KNOW HOW
A CIGARETTE BUTT
FEELS!
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Wednesday, March 23, 1983
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RIGHT!
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Ii
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SPARTAGUIDE
The SJSU Police Department will present a
seminar on sexual assault
awareness and prevention
at 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. today
in the S.U. Umunhum
Room. For information
call Officer Terry Edel at
277-2056.
The Campus Ministry
will conduct a Peace Series
seminar at 12 noon today in
the S.U. Costanoan Room.
For additional information, contact Natalie Shiras
at 298-0204.

it

al
it

dr

The
Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship will
present a guest speaker on
the issues of evil and suffering at 7 p.m. Thursday
in the S.U. Costanoan
Room. For information
call Alan Logan at 292-2282.
The Gay and Lesbian
Student Union will hold a
mandatory meeting at 4
p in. Thursday at the

School of Social Work at
the corner of Ninth and E.
San Carlos Sts. For information call Lisa at 2772047.
Students for Peace will
hold a meeting from 5 to 7
p.m. Thursday in the S.U.
Pacheco Room. For information call Larry at 2750627.
The Campus Ministry
will conduct a Bible study
at 3 p.m. Wednesday in the
Hoover Hall main lounge,
For information call Norb
Firnhaber at 298-0204.

in Flatland" at 4 p.m.
Thursday in SB 258. For information call Dr. Pat
Hamill at 277-2949.
The Marketing Club
will hold a wine and cheese
collegiate social from 4:30
to 7:30 p.m. today in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room. For
information call Michele at
998-2088.
The SJSU Skydivers
Club will hold a meeting at
5:30 p.m. today in the S.1’
Costanoan room. For information
call
Barbara
Hurley at 297-1129 or Mike
Brown at 554-6232.

The Bluegrass Club
will hold a meeting and
jam session from 5 to 7
p.m. today inthe S.U. Pacheco Room. For information contact Jim Puzar at
253-8149.

PRSSA will hold a
meeting at 6:30 p.m. today
in the S.U. Almaden Room
For information call Sands
Sturrus at 268-7488.

The Physics department will conduct a seminar on "Phase Transitions

MEChA will conduct a
coalition for Un Cinco de
Mayo Unido at 3 p.m. today
in DMH 208. For informa-

or

tion call Eric Narveson at
244-2536.

The History Associates
will present an open lecture on "Alaska and the
Western Frontier" from
1:30 to 2:30 p.m. today in
DMH 226A. For informa-

The Hispanic Business
Association will hold a general meeting at 5 p.m.
Thursday in BT 051. For information call Sophia Fernandez at 292-9112.

K.teban
non call
Amanda at 277-2242.
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Alasco

15261 Sober, Rd

Saratoom Co 95070
BEER MAKERS, Lowest price. in the
Bay Area. Convenient location
lintersection of 101 and 171 Tap
pets

and

Co

2

Systems

Bulk

malts and complete wine making
Books and gilt items

supplies

Beginners Ele. Kit makes 9 gallons
10 case. 533 95
America

Beermakers of

1040 N

4th St

288

6647 San Jose CA 95112
CASH FOR YOUR books end
cordsmi

rite

re

Recycle Books and Re

cords 138 East Santa Clare be
tween 3r4 and 4th Sts Open 7
105w to 9p m We buy
your wed books end records

days.

dl.

ill

ts

Please caN for buying hours 286
6275
FREE MELLOW. LOVING 6 month male
Lob.SPenial on*, Hot by car & left
et vets Needs a good home 923
6649
FREEZE

NUCLEAR
WEAPONS
t shirt
Send
$995

NOW,s.roddr

Ante. RI 2 Bo. 536 Hill

bowl OR 97123
LOSE WEIGHT NOW,

Guarenreed
100% numtionel progrem using

A

megic of herbs Nothing to low but
lbs Have more energy wia feeling
hungry

id

Arnaredf Call Ramona for

emote. rola 656 0394
RECEIVE A FREE FACIAL with Mary
Kay Cosnuotic which includes a
pereonehred skin care program
and professional make up tips Call
Ten Tompkins at

379 8914 lot

IrOUI It.. fusel
WANTED SPERM DONORS

UI

Need all

nationalities

especielly
Middle
E eeeee n ancestry Los Olivos Medi
cal Chi:. Ca11356 0431
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Con
ter Sunday Lutheran 10 4Ere m
and
4 00
B 00p m
Catholic
Prey., group Tuesday at 5 00pni
Meese call campus Marshy 298
0204 for worship counseling pro
gowns

and study opportunities
Rev Natalie Shire! Fr Bob Heyes
Penises Rev Norh Fit,,
Joen
Sr

BASKETBALL

AND SOFTBALL refer
ees & umpires needed Earn extm
money Training maileble CO Leo
sure Svc 27/2972

CAREERS MASS MARKET yours ’Wu
Operations Research Int -liob shot
egy

miles

5

sp

longbed beige Most sell, $7500
Call 2.18_7216
74 CAMARO 350 AT. PS. P8 lowered
maga tee anUfre cess equiluer
Hoge, Menf old
Quick, $2300
37E12138

FOR SALE
CHARLES DICKENS SET of 13 1885
poetry Carl Sandbag, 1903 En
cyclopedia set end much more
CW1141&) 797 0700
COMPUTER TRS 80 M013 16k inc
Cm rec. software. & manuals
8700 241 3091.
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2pm 3 26-83 in Corp Yerd Auto
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1

916 722 1111 ea San Jose.
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LOST ft FOUND
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MI
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Guaranteed. For more info . wore
Quantum
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256 So
Robertson Blvd Dept SD Beverly

Enterprises

People Female II Male No nudity
Esc ow 4413 3403
EULIPIA RESTAURANT needs a host
toss & trusser for lunch Mon Fri also
dinner hussar Good working cond
& pay Call 280 6161 374 So

BASEBALL CARDS
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Will buy

See Dr Lapin in Busi
nem Tower 763 or call 415 837
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0191.
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136Ibs non
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smoker Wisconsin grad new top
of enginowring class Reading is
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rny second femme pastime I like
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VtUrk .11 eve 977 0643
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I
repair

I enroy tennis skiiing gliding foot
ball soiling movies TV mountain
jumping dor complete list write

1st St
EVENINGS

IMMEDIATE

plumber

2

painter
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3

floor layer & tile layer 4 electrical.
5 or all of the above For apart
ments nee, cernpus $7 per hour
Call Don 295 7438
MODEL PART TIME 825 00 per day
Tomei to beautiful locations Write
for doted, Photographer To The
Sters. P0 Boo 9001 Fresno CA

for cataloguel Wish to meet a very
bright loving women But I’ll settle
for the gorgeous end rich 408
258 3598 or 3441 Duchess Ct
San Jose 95112
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All lea.

of

Intern...0ml Business Enter
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San Luis Obispo Leave San
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TYPING
STENO
Awerd winning typist
Fest. accurate mperienced de
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PROFESSIONAL

correct *pelting and grammar Cas
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available Call Linda at 264 4504..
PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY TYPING
Please call
Veil
e sperm., ed

Pic.

Script

Call

Mary
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Great resumes.

Hommel Call Pat at 356 2085
TYPING

51 25 -page I type 90wOm
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guaranteed
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Room conversion prevents
rent raise next semester
at the International House
By Mark Sweeny
International Center residents
will continue to pay $1,527 for room
and board next semester due to the
creation of four more spaces for residents.
The International Advisory
Board voted unanimously March 22
to convert a women’s lounge into a
triple room for females and to add
one male student to another room,

ta tiling to make the sacrifice to prevent fee increases.
Richard Still, University Foundation director and a member of the
advisory board, said the extra income will meet International Center’s projected budget of $233,000.
"This room conversion also
bought us a year to implement the
fundraising plans that the students
came up with." Still said.

Alan Simpkins, university foundation director and owner of International House, said before fundraising ideas can be implemented,
the students have to determine their
financial goals and how they intend
to achieve them.
Crust said that since the students will need help with their ideas,
she recommended that a member on
the advisory board serves on the
committee to advise the students.
Phil Persky, chairman of the
board and foreign students adviser,
said there may be a possibility of refunding money if there are surplus
funds in the budget.
He added refunds may be given
to students beginning spring 1984.
Persky said although the fundraising ideas are practical, the residents may not raise as much money
as they hoped. Thus, the students
should not depend on fundraising as
a primary source of income.
"Everyone of us has got to be
willing to gamble a little bit. The
question is how much faith you have
in me and how much faith you have
in the students," Crust said.

Still added if the student plans are
successful, room and board fees
may never have to be raised.
which already has three male residents.
The new openings will generate
$7,256 in room revenue annually,
according to Sue Crust, international center director. Students are
charged $1,804 a year for living in
the rooms.
Vital Vayne, senior resident adviser, said although the students use
the lounge for studying, they are

Bid accepted to build
Spartan City complex

He added if the students’ plans
are successful, room and board fees
may never have to be raised.
On March 17, International Center residents presented ideas to the
board to supplement the income and
prevent a fee increase. Fundraising
ideas included hosting a $35 a plate
dinner show and soliciting contributions from businesses and industries.

By Mark Sweeny
A $2.5 million bid has been accepted for the construction of a two-story apartment complex in Spartan
City on 10th and Humboldt streets.
Bids were made by 13 construction companies but
Kimmel Construction of Sacramento gave the lowest bid
of $2,554,420 according to Ray Yushi, California State
University system construction engineer.
Yushi added the company also will tear down the
one-room apartments vacant since the beginning of last
semester.
The project is expected to be completed by spring of
1984, Yushi said.
Before Kimmel Construction can begin working on
the buildings, Yushi said bonds must be sold to finance
the project. He said this may take two to three months.
"We need the money in our hot little hands before
we can finalize the actual contract, but they iKimmel
Construction i know they are the lowest bidder."
Bonds will be sold on the open market, and Yushi
said the selling procedures are being handled by Blyth
Eastman Paine Webber Incorporate, CSU’s financial
consultant.
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may have to be reduced at all public service
desks, she said, such as reference, circulation, media, microfilms, government publications, inter-library loan and
the Reserve Book Room.
Telephone reference service may have to be "severely reduced" or eliminated, she said.
Routine behind-the-shelves work may be delayed.
"We will not have the time that we need to do effective planning," Pastine said.
Ordering books would have to be delayed or elimi-
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ANTHONY
BRAXTON

Thursday, March 24*, 8 PM
Student
Ballroom

nated, she said.
"If a book is missing, we won’t have time to search
for it or order a replacement copy."
New books would not get on the shelves as quickly,
Pastine said. Maintenance of the periodical collection
would be similarly delayed.
Journals may be kept loose and unbound, and may be
more easily lost or damaged, Pastine said. Missing journals may not be reordered.
"We’re going to have gaps in the collection that we
haven’t had before," she said.
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"Braxton’s music exists on
its own terms, and it is a
striking success."
Robert Palmer, N.Y. Times
"It is not so great a step as you
would think from Bartok and
Berg to Braxton."
Jazz Review
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He added since the cost of the contract is known, the
consultants can determine how many bonds need to be
sold, and the amount of interest the bonds will earn.
Yushi said the bonds will probably earn a nine percent interest rate. Six percent will be paid by a government subsidy from the 1981 Department of Education
College Housing Funds and the remaining three percent
will be paid by students’ rental fees.
"In today’s economy, three percent interest is very
little," Yushi added. "The students are getting a gift."
The new housing complex will have two bedroom
apartments, a kitchen, bathroom and a living and dining
room, according to Cathy Curtin, assistant housing director.
Curtin added rental fees and the number of vacancies will not be determined until the project is completed.
Married couples have been living in Spartan City for
40 years, but Curtin said apartments will be available to
students. She said the complex will meet future housing
demands and give students who do not like living in a
residence hall a chance to still live near the SJSU campus.

Other Events On Thursday;
Noon -Free!
"Language Music and
Visual Calibration"
Student Union Umunhum Room
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Chey, in the S
..11110, Area

-FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STIJDENTS

it’s not what you see.
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causes the problems, not
the health care programs,
a sentiment echoed by care
home operators.
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity is across the street
from the Pathway Society,
an agency of the United
Way that operates a drug
recovery center.

Pathway owns the ivycovered house and the land
it sits on. Spokesman Mark
Stanford said the program
is unlikely to move anywhere else for many of the
same reasons residential
care administrators gave.
For Pathway residents, it is a short walk to
county mental health clinics and the house’s closeness to bus routes makes
the location ideal for meetings with those in the program who live outside the
center, Stanford said.
residents
Pathway
have never had any problems with the fraternity
houses. Stanford said. Bill
Baron, leader of the university zone movement
and president of ATO, con-
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firmed this.
The problem is more
one of image and reputation than animosity between Job Corps memuers,
residential care patients
and those in drug and alcohol programs. Baron said,
and the "ghetto" of such
facilities around SJSU
helps no one.

dential care homes and Job
Corps are "good neighbors," they do tend to hurt
the university’s image,
said J. Handel Evans,
SJSU executive vice president. The high concentration of board and care
homes attracts criminals
who prey on their patients,
Evans said.

City and university administrations are lining up
behind the Greeks, and
Baron said he is arranging
a meeting with representatives of the Campus Community Association. He described CCA president
as
Trounstine’s
Mary
"very enthusiastic" about
the idea.

The residential care
houses, alcohol- and drugrecovery programs and
Job Corps tend to create a
problem both because they
use available housing and
create an image which discourages SJSU students
from living close to the university. Baron said.

"I think what Baron is
attempting is the ideal,"
said Susan Hammer, city
the
for
councilwoman
Andy
downtown area.
Arias, Hammer’s field representative, has called
Baron to express her support, she said.

The problem is not traceable to any one group, he
said, and also involves
events 15 years ago.
namely the decline of the
fraternity system and the
glut of available housing in
the area during the earl
seventies. Thus the work to
be done is so much the
more difficult, he said.

Assistant City Manager Frank Taylor called
the Greek’s proposal "admirable," but tempered
that by questioning the feasibility of such a move.
Neither the city, nor
SJSU officials have any
complaints
about
the
image of SJSU’s Greeks, a
concern Baron had earlier
expressed.
Even though the resi-

"It’s like shooting an
arrow in the dark," he
said, but with the support
the Greeks hope to garner
from CCA, the city and
SJSU. Baron said the um
versity zone will become a
reality.
Further meetings between the Greeks and the
city planner’s office are
scheduled for April 5.
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Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class
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It’s how you

see it.

PILOT GUAR ANTLLS AVAILABLE
No on campus classes or drills
$100/ month financial assistance available
University credit for summer training
Air/Ground/Law Options
Opportunity to serve as an Officer of Marines
after graduation

Similar opportunities for seniors
and graduates
285 So. First St.
Suite 520
San Jose, CA 95113
408-275-7445

Richard Gin
1st Lt.
t I S Marine Corps,

The Few. The Proud.The Marines.
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